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ABSTRACT: Experimental works were performed using two beams taken from a primary school

building that was constructed in 1961. Judging from the unit weight of the concrete it was
estimated that the beams were made of lightweight concrete. While the specified concrete
strength was not shown in the structural draft, the average concrete strength obtained from the
material tests was 12.5N/mm2. One of the beams was repaired with epoxy resin injection,
because honeycombs and cold joints in the concrete were observed in both beams. Shear failure
modes were observed in both beams. Although the crack patterns of both beams were similar,
the maximum shear strength of the retrofitted beam increased to 1.5 times that of the original
beam. Discussion on the validity of the empirical equation for shear strength was performed
considering the lightweight concrete, the low strength concrete, and the epoxy resin injection.

1

INTRODUCTION

In Japan, seismic performance of existing buildings has typically been evaluated by the standard
(Japan Building Disaster Prevention Association, 2001) based on their structural drafts. In many
existing buildings however, differences between actual members and the structural drafts have
been found. Therefore, it is very difficult to evaluate the accurate seismic performance of an
existing building. From this point of view, in the field of civil engineering performance
examinations have been carried out using the RC members of an old RC railway bridge, and the
applicability of formulas has been evaluated (Yokozawa et al. 2005; Niitani et al. 2005; Hattori
et al. 2006). However, in the field of building engineering, there are very few experimental tests
concerning the actual RC members of old buildings, although full scale experiments have been
done using existing buildings (Osawa et al.1968; Matsushima 1970). Therefore, the research on
the seismic performance of RC members obtained from old buildings is extremely valuable
(Aoyama et al.1983; Araki et al. 2013). In this paper, the seismic performance of the actual
lightweight concrete beams is investigated.
2

EXISTING BUILDING

The target building was a three story reinforced concrete building, constructed in 1961 and used
as an elementary school as shown in Figure 1. This building was judged to have low seismic
performance in the seismic evaluation. Because this building was designed based on the old
structural code of Japan, the main reason of the low seismic performance was the small amount
of shear reinforcement. The other reason was the low strength concrete being less than the
specified concrete strength 13.2N/mm2 ~17.6N/mm2 (135 kg/cm2~180kg/cm2).

Figuure 1. School building
b

Figure 2. Hoisting a beam

Figuree 3. Concrete bboring

2
The concrete
c
strenngth in the reeport of the seismic
s
evalu
uation was 10N/mm
1
undder the lowerr limit
2
of 133.5N/mm , as
a recommennded in the applicable
a
sttandards (JB
BDPA, 2001)). Two beam
ms and
eleveen concrete cylinders
c
were obtained when the paart constructeed in 1961 w
was demolish
hed as
show
wn in Figure 2.
2 The concrrete cylinderss were obtain
ned by borinng from the sttructural mem
mbers
as shoown in Figurre 3.

3

EXPRIM
MENTAL PRO
OCEDURE

3.1

Mechaniccal propertiees of lightweiight concretee

In seiismic evaluaation assessm
ments, concreete cylinders used for thee compressivve tests are usually
u
obtainned from thee non-structuural members, for examp
ple, the wingg wall or spanndrel wall. This
T is
becauuse the workk process of concrete borring from tho
ose memberss is relativelyy easy. How
wever,
it is reported
r
thatt the concrette strength off those mem
mbers is frequuently lowerr than the con
ncrete
strenggth from the structural members. Therefore,
T
th
he concrete cylinders inn this paperr were
obtainned from thee structural members,
m
thee columns an
nd the girderrs of each flloor. The diaameter
and height
h
of the concrete tesst core was 100mm
1
and 200mm, folllowing the Japanese Indu
ustrial
Standdard (JIS A 1107). The average com
mpressive strrength of thee total concrrete test corees was
12.5N
N/mm2. The maximum and the minimum com
mpressive strrengths weree 10.4N/mm
m2 and
2
3
16.0N
N/mm respeectively. Thee average of the unit weiight was 17kkN/m . The cconcrete used was
classiified as lighttweight conccrete from thhe unit weigh
ht, although there was nno classification of
concrrete in the staandard (RC standard, Arrchitectural Institute
I
of Jaapan, 1958) when the bu
uilding
was constructed. The coarsee aggregate was milky
y white andd porous. Frrom the prin
ncipal
compponent analysis of concreete, it was foound that the coarse aggreegate was m
made from rhy
yolitic
weldeed tuff. 23kkN/m3 of uniit weight is recommend
ded for norm
mal strength concrete. Tensile
T
strenggths were obtained
o
by splitting tessts. The aveerage tensilee strength w
was approxim
mately
2N/m
mm2.
3.2
3.2.1

Shear testss
Test beam
ms

s
floor were taken out without any damage using
Two actual beams in the stairr hall of the second
r
cooncrete stubs were manuffactured at booth ends of tthe beams to fix to
a wirre saw. The reinforced
the teesting machiine. Steel plaates t=12mm
m were weldeed at both ennds of the m
main reinforcement
for annchorage beffore casting the
t concrete.. In order to ensure
e
the coonnection beetween the orriginal
concrrete to the stuub concrete, shear keys of
o 12-D16 were
w installedd to the beam
m sides with epoxy
mortaal. The proccess of manuufacturing thhe test beams is shown in
i Figure 4. According to the
structtural draft, the
t main reinnforcement and shear reeinforcementt were plainn round bar 3-19φ
(SR24) and plainn round bar 2-9φ
2
(SR24)) @200 at th
he boundary area of the beam. In th
he mid
sectioon, the reinfforcements were
w
2-19φ and 2-9φ@3
300. The secctional area of the beam
m was
300m
mm×600mm and the effecctive depth d is estimated
d as 530mm. Both test beeams were

(a) Foorm work
(b) Concrrete casting fo
or stubs
Figurre 4. Process of manufactuuring the test beam

(c) Removal oof forms

desiggned to have a common shear span length
l
of 1200mm (sheaar span ratio M/Qd of 1.13) in
orderr to evaluate the validity of the currennt equation for
f the shearr capacity. It is most imp
portant
to evvaluate the shhear capacityy of the RC members in the seismic evaluation w
when the con
ncrete
strenggth does not satisfy the specified
s
conncrete strengtth, or is less than 13.5N/m
mm2. The fleexural
strenggth Qmu and the shear strrength Qsu arre calculated
d by the folloowing equatiions (1) and (2) in
the sttandard (JBD
DPA, 2001).
Mu  0.9at  σy  d
Qmu = 2Mu /L

(1)

wheree Mu is the yield
y
flexuraal moment [N
N·mm], Qmu the flexural strength [N
N], at is the area
a
of
2
2
main reinforcemeent [mm ], σy is the yieeld strength of main reinnforcement [[N/mm ], d is the
effecttive depth off the beam, and
a L is the leength of the shear span [m
mm].
 0.053 pt0.23 18  Fc 

Qsu  
 0.85 pw   wy  pwff   fd  b  j

 M  Q  d   0.12

(2)

wheree Qsu, is the shear strenggth [N], pt is the tensile reinforcemen
r
nt ratio [%], Fc is the speecified
concrrete strengthh [13.2N/mm
m2], M/(Qd) is the shear span ratio, pw is the shhear reinforcement
ratio, σwy is the yield
y
strengtth of the stirrrup [N/mm2], b is the beam
b
width [[mm], and j is the
distannce betweenn the resultaant internal forces (7/8
8d) [mm]. Using
U
Eq.(1)) and Eq.(2
2), the
calcuulated flexuraal strength and
a shear strrength were 199kN and 164kN respeectively, assu
uming
that yield
y
strengtth of the reeinforcementts (SR24) was
w 294N/mm
m2 according to the staandard
(JBD
DPA, 2001), and
a the conccrete strengtth used was 13.2N/mm2, the minimuum strength in the
structtural draft. In the standard (RC stanndard AIJ, 1971) the redduction factoors for lightw
weight
concrrete for the crack
c
strengtth and maxim
mum strength
h are 0.8 andd 0.75. Becauuse the rate of the
shearr strength to the flexural strength wass 0.83, the faailure mechannism was exxpected to be shear
failurre mode.
3.2.2

Epoxy ressin injection

c
joints and
a honeycombs were fo
ound, and soome cracks caused by drying
d
In booth beams, cold
shrinkkage. Epoxyy resin was thherefore injeected into on
ne of the beaams to investtigate the efffect of
retroffitting. In addition, the damaged suurface of the beams was repaired witth fiber morttal, of
whichh strength was
w the sam
me as the orriginal concrrete. Epoxy resin of 1000~200mPa.s was
injectted at a verry low presssure of 0.066N/mm2 witth spring caapsules at thhe location of
o the
deficiiencies as shown
s
in Fiigure 5. The total amo
ount of epoxxy resin injected was 4.5kg.
4
Assum
ming the unnit weight off epoxy resinn 1.15, the total
t
volumee of injectedd epoxy resin
n was
4000 cubic centim
meters. To deesignate the repaired
r
testt beam, “RE”” was added to the name of the
originnal beam AB
B-1.

Figure 5. Epoxy resin
Figure 6. Testt apparatus
injection with sprinng capsule

3.2.3

Figure 7. M
Measurement
system

Loading and
a measurement schemee

t setup waas designed to
t subject thee test beam to
t shear forcee reversals. T
The test beam
m was
The test
set veertical to thee testing macchine as show
wn in Figure 6. The top stub
s
was fixeed to the L shaped
steel beam and thhe bottom sttub was fixeed to the reaaction floor with
w high tennsion bolts. Shear
force was appliedd by a horizoontal jack unnder displacement controol. To ensurre that the to
op and
bottom stubs rem
mained parallel during reeversal loadiings, a pantoograph systeem was used
d. The
shearr displacemeent between the top andd the bottom
m stubs was measured bby a linear viable
v
differrential transdducer (LVDT
T). In order to measure the local displacements, 17 LVDTss were
mounnted on one side
s of the test beam as shhown in Figu
ure 7.
4

TEST RE
ESULTS

4.1

Crack patterns

Crackk patterns at the final stage are shownn in Figure 8.
8 In both tesst beams, sligght flexural cracks
c
occurrred at the ends
e
of the beams
b
in thee first cycle,, with drift angle
a
R=1/800 radians. In the
same cycle, sheear cracks occurred
o
at the mid seection of thhe beams. A
As the conttrolled
displaacement increased, sheaar cracks occcurred in the entire beaam. The widdth of the sp
pecific
shearr cracks weree enlarged while
w
the flexxural cracks did not proggress. In the original test beam
AB-11, the width of
o the shear cracks near the cold join
nt rapidly exppanded at drrift angle R=
=1/200
radianns. After this event, a neew crack didd not occur. The
T retrofitteed test beam
m AB-1RE sh
howed
almost the same crack
c
propaggation as AB-1. No signifficant differeence in crackk patterns between
both beams was observed,
o
annd the collappse mechanissm was appaarently the shhear failure mode.
m
Loadding was disccontinued whhen shear forrce decreased
d to less thann half of the m
maximum loaad.
4.2

Shear forrce and drift angle responnse

The relationships
r
s of shear forrce P versus drift angle R are shownn in Figure 9 (a) and (b). The
calcuulated values of flexural strength
s
and shear strengtth based on the
t structural draft are in
nserted

(a) AB-1
A
Figuure 8. Final crack
c
patterns

(b) AB-1RE
A
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(a) AB-1
(b) AB-1RE
Figure 9. Shear force and drift angle response

(c) Envelope curves

in the Figure. For the original test beam AB-1in Figure 9 (a), degradation of stiffness was
observed at the early stage of loading and the maximum strength 155kN was recorded at drift
angle R=1/133 radians. The strength did not reach the calculated shear strength. After the
maximum, the strength decreased rapidly. The hysteresis loops showed a pinched shape in the
vicinity of the origin due to the diagonal shear cracks. The shear force drift angle response was
considerably brittle. For the retrofitted test beam AB-1RE in Figure 9 (b), the strength had
reached the maximum value 241kN at drift angle R=1/200rad in the third cycle of loading. The
maximum strength exceeded the calculated flexural strength although the failure mechanism
was the shear failure mode. The peak strength of each cycle gradually decreased and the
strength at drift angle R=1/57 radians has maintained 80% of the maximum strength. The
hysteresis loops showed a pinched shape as per the original test beam AB-1. Envelope curves of
the test beams are compared as shown in Figure 9 (c). The maximum strength and the initial
stiffness of AB-1RE had 1.5 times and 2 times those of AB-1. The retrofitted test beam AB-1RE
exhibited excellent initial stiffness, the maximum strength and the ductility compared with the
original test beam AB-1.
4.3

Rate of displacements

at maximum strength
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Figure 10. Rate of displacements
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In this experimental work, the total shear displacement between the top and bottom stub and the
local displacements were measured as shown in Figure 7. Comparisons between the total shear
displacement T and the sum of the local shear displacements S and flexural displacements F
are performed as shown in Figure 10 (a) and (b). The horizontal axis (step) in the figure is the
number of measurement points. The total displacementT is approximately consistent with the
sum of the local shear displacements (S+F), even when the displacement increased. The rate of
the shear displacement S to the total displacement SF is shown in Figure 10 (c). The
difference between the total displacement and the shear displacement is considered as the
flexural displacement which included the rotational displacement due to the pullout of the main
rebars. The theoretical rate is 0.365 as estimated by the following Eq. (3) in the elastic range.
1

Flexural displacement

0.8
AB-1
AB-1RE

0.6
0.4

Eq.(3)=0.365
0.2
0
0

Shear dispalcement

0.5

-2

1

Drift angle R(×10 rad.)

(c) Rate of shear displacement
to total displacement

Phh  Ph Ph
P 3 
(3)



GA
A  GA 12EI 
wheree, G is the shear
s
stiffnesss [=E/2.3], h is the cleaar span of thhe beam [=1200mm], A is the
sectioonal area [b×
×D=300mm×
×600mm], annd P is shearr force [N]. The initial rrate of the orriginal
test beam
b
AB-1 is 0.67, whhich is greateer than the theoretical rate
r
due to tthe cold join
nts or
honeyycombs in thhe beam. Thhe rate of AB-1
A
began to
t increase gradually
g
at drift angle 1/600
radianns after it temporarily decreased
d
annd finally co
onverged to 0.75. The initial rate of
o the
retroffitted test beeam AB-1RE
E is approxim
mately 0.3~0
0.4 which is consistent w
with the theorretical
valuee. The conveerged value is
i 0.9. Whenn the displaceement was laarge the flexxural displacement
of thhe retrofittedd test beam was relativeely smaller than
t
that off the originaal test beam. It is
estim
mated that boond characterristics of thee plain round
d bars were improved bby the epoxy
y resin
injecttions and thee pullout of thhe bars weree suppressed..

 S  S   F  

5

DISSCUS
SSIONS
Inspection of bar arranngement

5.1

Bar arrangements
a
s in the beam
ms were inspeected by rem
moving the cooncrete coveer. The stirru
ups 9
were arranged with
w
200mm
m~300mm sppace as sho
own in the structural drraft. The sttirrups
consiisted of a capp tie and U shaped
s
tie ass shown in Fig 11 (a). Itt was confirm
med that two
o main
bars 19 were arrranged at thhe top and bottom
b
throu
ugh the beam
m length andd a cutoff baar was
arrannged at the boottom of the beam. Two or three cuto
off bars weree found at thhe top of the beam.
Those cutoff barss were anchoored with a 1880 degree ho
ook as shownn in Fig 11 (bb). The locattion of
the cutoff
c
was coonsidered too have an innfluence on the occurrennce of the m
main shear cracks.
c
Theree was no siggnificant diffference in thhe bar arrang
gements betw
ween the beaams. Materiaal tests
were performed using
u
reinforrcing bars thhat were takeen out after the
t loading ttests. Averag
ges of
the yiield strengthhs of 19 andd 9 were 3200N/mm2 and
d 270N/mm2 respectively.
5.2

Calculatedd strength
Strength of
o shear cracck

5.2.1

i
to investigate the
t strength of
o shear craccks to guaranntee serviceabbility to long
g term
It is important
load. The following two equations for the strength of shear
s
cracks are commonnly used in Jaapan.
Vc  



T 2  T  0

 b D

(4)



 0.85k c   50   B  
Qsc  
b  j
 M Q  d  1.7 

(5)

wheree, σ0 is the axial
a
stress [N
N/mm2],  (=
=1.0) is the reduction faactor and (=1.5) is the shape
factorr of the sectiion in Eq.(4) and kc (=0. 72)
7 is the scaale factor in Eq.(5).
E
top

bottom
(a) Stirrups
Figuure 11. Inspeections after looadings

bottom
m
(b) Main
n reinforcemennts

Table 1. Strength of shear crack
Test
Observed (kN)
Beam
R=1/800rad.
AB-1
83
AB-1RE
146

Vc (kN)

Obs./Cal.

Qsc×0.8 (kN)

Obs./Cal.

140

0.60
1.05

158

0.53
0.92

In the calculations, the concrete strength σB was 12.5N/mm2. The calculated result from Eq. (5)
was multiplied by 0.8 as recommended for lightweight concrete (Arakawa, 1960), and is shown
in Table 1. The observed values were the peaks of the first cycles of the loading. The crack
strength of the original test AB-1 beam was much lower than the calculated values due to the
deficiencies of the construction, although that of the retrofitted test beam AB-1RE was
approximately the same as the predicted value.
5.2.2

Maximum strength

When the flexural strength Qmu was calculated by Eq. (1) the yield strength 320N/mm2 obtained
by the tensile tests was used assuming that the effective depth d was 550mm based on the
inspection. The calculated flexural strength Qmu was 225kN. The calculated shear strength was
obtained by two equations. Shear strength Vu was derived from the ultimate strength concept
using truss and arch theory (Design guideline, AIJ, 1990) in Eq. (6).
Vu = b  jt  pw y  cot + tan 1-    b  D   B / 2



  1  cot 2   pw  wy
tan  

 

  L D 1  L D

B



(6)

2

where pw is the ratio of stirrups, σwy is the yield strength of the stirrup, is the reduction factor
for concrete, and is the angle of the compression strut. The other calculated shear strength Qsu
is obtained by Eq. (2) multiplied by 0.75 and kr. 0.75 is the reduction factor for the lightweight
concrete (Arakawa, 1960). The reduction factor kr was empirically derived for low strength
concrete of less than 13.5N/mm2 (Yamamoto, 2005) in Eq. (7).
kr  0.244  0.056  B

(7)

In this study, kr corresponding to B=12.5N/mm2 is 0.944. In the original test beam AB-1, the
predicted shear strength by Eq. (2) considering the lightweight and low strength concrete is
artificially consistent with the observed maximum strength. However, it is reasonable to
consider that the reduction factors included the deficiency of the constructions. In the retrofitted
test beam AB-1RE, the observed shear strength 241kN is much greater than the calculated shear
strengths 160kN. The observed shear strength exceeded even the calculated flexural strength.
The shear strength of the retrofitted beam increased to 1.5 times that of the original beam. It is
estimated that the epoxy resin efficiently repaired the defective or deteriorated beams and
improved their seismic performance.
Table 2. Maximum shear strength
Flexural strength
Test
Observed
Beam
(kN)
Qmu(kN)
Obs./Cal.
AB-1
AB-1RE

155
241

225

0.70
1.07

Shear strength
Vu (kN)

Obs./Cal.

Qsu×0.75×kr (kN)

Obs./Cal.

191

0.81
1.25

160

0.97
1.51

6
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the experimental investigations of actual lightweight concrete beams, the following
conclusions are drawn.
1) The unit weight 17kN/m3 was classified as lightweight concrete. It was found that the
coarse aggregate was made from rhyolitic welded tuff from the principal component
analysis of concrete.
2) The compressive strength and the tensile strength were 12.5N/mm2 and 2N/mm2 from the
material tests.
3) The present equation for the strength of shear cracks as recommended in the standard trends
to significantly underestimate the observed value.
4) The present equation for shear capacity could predict the observed value using the reduction
factors for the lightweight and low strength concrete.
5) Epoxy resin injection significantly improved the seismic performance of the short beam.
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